Year 2
Summer Term 2017
‘Enjoying Our Learning Journey,

Travelling Forward Together’.

Cool coasts, incredible islands.
Welcome back to the start of the Summer term. We hope you all have had a
wonderful Easter break.
Our topic this term will be focusing on the comparison between Kimpton and the
coast. We will be using a variety of books to help develop this topic including the
adventures of Katie Morag by Mairi Hedderwick.
If you have any resources, books or artefacts which you feel would enhance and
support our work, we would really appreciate borrowing them. As with all home
items, please name them so they can be returned to you.
Mrs Clayton

Mrs Westcott Miss Albone

Mrs Matthews

History
Exploring significant historical
events, people and places in our
own locality-What clues can
Kimpton give us to reveal the past?
Geography-comparison between
Kimpton and the Isle of Coll
•Geographical skills and field work
•Locational knowledge
•Place knowledge
•Human and physical geography

Maths
Number will still be our main focus
this term, however we will also be
looking at;
Geometry: Position and direction
Statistics: Data handling to include
collecting and interpreting simple
data. Asking and answering simple
questions when analysing.
Measurement-Time
Measurement– Comparing and
ordering lengths, mass, volume and
capacity.

Physical Education
Ball games-Working with Mr Muir to develop
simple tactics for attacking and defending.
Athletics– Mastering basic movements and
begin to apply these in a range of activities.

Cool coasts,
incredible islands.
Science
Plants– Growing and observing change
Animals including humans– Topic link
Computing
Messages and virtual world.
•Continuing to develop eSafety
practice
•Exploring ways of sending
messages
•Programming onscreen characters

Personal, Social and
Emotional Development.
SEAL
•Relationships-1st half term
•Changes– 2nd half term
Religious Education
•Religious leaders
•Easy questions, difficult
answers

English
Fiction
•Writing for different purposes
•Character descriptions
•Descriptive narrative
Non fiction
•Information texts
Poetry
•Read, write and perform
poetry
Spelling, Punctuation and
Grammar

Art
•To use a range of materials
creatively to design and make
products
•Using techniques including colour,
pattern, texture, line, shape and form
•Looking at various artists and their
work
•To use drawing, painting and
sculpture to develop and share ideas,
experiences and imagination
Design and Technology
Cooking and nutrition– understanding
where food comes from
•Use the basic principles of a healthy
and varied diet to prepare dishes
•Design, make, evaluate, technical
knowledge
Music
•Following Music Express activities,
exploring timbre, tempo and dynamics

